Characters D6 / Gragra (Swokes Swoke
Name: Gragra
Homeworld: Tatooine
Species: Swokes Swokes
Gender: Female
Hair color: None
Eye color: Black
Skin color: White
Move: 10
DEXTERITY: 1D+2
Blaster: 3D+1
Brawling Parry: 3D+2
Dodge: 4D
PERCEPTION: 2D
Bargain: 5D+2
Persuasion: 4D+2
KNOWLEDGE: 3D
Bureaucracy: 4D
Intimidation: 5D
Law Enforcement: 2D+2
Streetwise: 4D
Value: 4D+1
STRENGTH: 2D+1
Brawling:
MECHANICAL: 2D
Astrogation: 2D+2
Beast Riding: 4D
Space Transports 3D+2
Repulsorlift Operation: 3D
TECHNICAL: 2D
Cooking: 4D+2
Cooking; Sauce Preparation: 5D+2
Special Abilities:
Natural Armor: A Swokes Swokesâ€™ rubbery hide grants +1 against physical damage.
Limb Regeneration: With ten days of rest, a Swokes Swokes can completely regrow a lost limb or
organ.
Resilient: Swokes Swokes become hardier as they age. Adults gain a +1 bonus to stamina rolls.
The bonus increases to +2 at middle age, +1D at old age and +1D+1 at venerable age.

EQUIPMENT
CREDITS: 150
Blaster Pistol (4D), Street Clothes, Gorg Meat & Sauces, Commlink
FORCE SENSITIVE - N
FORCE POINTS - 1
DARK SIDE POINTS - 0
CHARACTER POINTS - 3
Description: Gragra was a female Swokes Swokes gorgmonger that worked in the marketplace of Mos
Espa. Gragra grew her food in a sewer zone underneath Mos Espa.
Biography
In 32 BBY, Gragra demanded that Jar Jar Binks pay the seven wupiupi for a gorg he ate from her market
stall. Sebulba then started to bully Jar Jar as revenge for the latter inadvertently ruining his meal by
spitting it out into his bowl of soup, and Gragra left the issue unattended.
Gragra regretted her harsh behavior, and on later reflection realizing that perhaps it had been caused by
trouble at home. She spoke to her husband, Grognak, only to discover that he was as emotionally distant
as he had always been.
This encouraged her to sell enough gorgs, including sauces created from them, to buy her own ship, so
that she could leave her husband and her life of quiet domestic oppression behind, becoming a symbol to
Gorgmongers everywhere.
She eventually left Mos Espa to work elsewhere, which caused the gorg population in the sewers to grow
considerably over the following years. Homeless people often fed on these gorgs.
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